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This note demonstrates a revised tool which is designed for con-
ducting an expectation shock simulation easily with DYNARE.
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Recently, it becomes popular to understand the macroeconomic responses
against expectation (news) shock. Beaudry and Portier (2004a, 2004b) an-
alyze a phenomenon in which investment takes place with expectations for
higher technology growth in the future, but it turns out not to happen and
recession occurs due to stock adjustments. They reproduce such a mechanism
working through overinvestment reﬂecting bubble expectation and its subse-
quent collapse in the dynamic general equilibrium (henceforth, DGE) model.
With this setting, via an expectation on supply side shock, which works like
a demand shock and eventually induces overinvestment and its collapse, we
can have a realistic cycle of the bubble and its bursting. Therefore, the ap-
proaches taken by Beaudry and Portier (2004a, 2004b) have received a lot of
attention. According to Rebelo (2005), which summarizes the developments
in the RBC modeling to date, it is introduced and praised as one of the
most prospective areas in DGE modeling that “Beaudry and Portier (2004a)
take an important ﬁrst step in proposing a model that generates the right
comovement in response to news about future increases in productivity. . .
. Beaudry and Portier model is an interesting challenge to future research.”
Beaudry and Portier (2004a, 2004b) ﬁrst show that with the standard
RBC model, the comovement in consumption, investment, and labor hours
cannot be generated against a news shock on future high technology. This
is because expectation about high technology in the future increases the real
rate of return as well as creates a wealth eﬀect. Therefore, if the wealth
eﬀect surpasses the eﬀe c tt h a ti n c r e a s e st h er e a lr a t eo fr e t u r n ,c o n s u m p t i o n
and leisure increase. However, as labor hours decrease, output level wanes.
At the same time, the fact that consumption increases while output de-
creases reduces investment. On the other hand, if eﬀect on the expected real
rate of return is stronger–namely the substitution eﬀect dominates wealth
eﬀects–investment and labor hours increase. Since high productivity has
not yet been materialized, output growth is smaller than that in investment.
Therefore, consumption weakens. Thus, in each case, we cannot have pos-
itive comovement in consumption, investment, and labor supply. Beaudry
and Portier (2004a, 2004b) claim that complementarity between producing
diﬀerent goods, such as adjustment costs among diﬀerent sectors, needs to
be intensiﬁed to have such a comovement.
Yet, multisectoral adjustment cost to intensify complementarity in their
paper is the one to express the demand part of resource constraint as the CES
aggregator. Therefore, considering the consistency with the SNA scheme, it is
not a very realistic adjustment cost. Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2005)
generate positive comovement in consumption, investment, and labor supply
2against a news shock for future productivity only with investment intertem-
poral adjustment cost and habit formation in consumption, which are very
realistic and popular mechanisms assumed in the DGE models. Intuitively,
they try to increase labor supply by introducing investment adjustment cost
and increase in output from raised labor supply should be appropriately di-
vided between consumption and investment. On the other hand, Jaimovich
and Rebelo (2006) incorporate variable capital utilization, adjustment costs
to investment, and preferences that exhibit a weak short-run wealth eﬀect on
the labor supply so that a model can generate an economic expansion follow-
ing good news about future total factor productivity or investment-speciﬁc
technical change. Thus, there are growing interest in realistic modelling using
expectation shocks, particulary to the future technology.
This note aims at conducting such an expectation shock simulation straight-
forwardly with Dynare, which is widely used for analyzing DGE models for its
very user-friendly operation. A program designed for this purpose, namely
expectation_shock.m in expectationshock.zip, can be applied to any
rational expectation model in Dynare form and to any shocks. The struc-
ture of this note is as follows. In the next section, following Christiano,
Motto and Rostagno (2005), we ﬁrst construct a model with habit forma-
tion in consumption and investment adjustment cost for the simulation of an
expectation shock. Then, in Section three, we show how to generate an ex-
pectation shock using a canonical form of stochastic process of disturbances.
Then, Section four demonstrates the procedure to run such a simulation
with expectation_shock.m, which is created to generate an expectation
shock easily with Dynare. Finally, in Section ﬁve, results from an expecta-
tion shock simulation are interpreted. A technical back grounds for obtaining
required matrices to compute impulse responses against expectation shocks
with Dynare are shown in the appendix.
2S a m p l e M o d e l
A benevolent social planner maximizes instantaneous utility consisting of











subject to the resource constraint:

















where b is habit parameter on consumption, σ is the coeﬃcient of the relative
risk aversion, χ determines the degree of disutility from labor, I is the invest-
ment, z is the labor-augmenting technology and K is the capital stock with



























Variables in exp(·) denote disturbanced deﬁn e da sb e l o w . I nt h i sn o t e ,t o
be able to conduct simulations with various expectation shocks, we add as
many shocks to the model as possible.1 These shocks are assumed to follow
simple stochastic processes:
σt = ρσσt−1 + εσ,t,
bt = ρbbt−1 + ευ,t,
χt = ρχχt−1 + εχ,t,
zt = ρzzt−1 + εz,t,
αt = ρααt−1 + εα,t,
δt = ρδδt−1 + εδ,t,
ηt = ρηηt−1 + εη,t,
and subjective discount factor also follows a simple AR process,
βt = ρββt−1 + εβ,t.
From the ﬁrst order necessary conditions, we can obtain a model with










+Et exp(βt)βbexp(bt+1)[Ct+1 − bexp(bt+1)Ct]
−exp(σt+1)σ ,
1Therefore, some shocks are of little economic measning.



































































































σt = ρσσt−1 + εσ,t, (8)
bt = ρbbt−1 + εb,t, (9)
χt = ρχχt−1 + εχ,t, (10)
zt = ρzzt−1 + εz,t, (11)
αt = ρααt−1 + εα,t, (12)
δt = ρδδt−1 + εδ,t, (13)
ηt = ρηηt−1 + εη,t. (14)
and
βt = ρββt−1 + εβ,t. (15)
pigoucycle.mod. is the Dynare code for running the above sample model.
53 Expectation Shock
First, we will explain a general solution of the rational expectation model.
We then show how to incorporate an expectation shock.2
Generally, a rational expectation model can be represented as:3
α0Et (Zt+1 − Z
∗)+α1 (Zt − Z
∗)+α2 (Zt−1 − Z
∗) (16)
+β0 (St+1 − S




∗ + P (St−1 − S
∗)+Cεt. (17)
where Z is the vector of endogenous variables while S is the vector of shocks.
The solution that we would like to obtain is
Zt = Z
∗ + A(Zt−1 − Z
∗)+B (St − S
∗). (18)
By substituting, equations (17) and (18) into (16), we can obtain:
α0A
2






β1 + α1B + α0AB
¢
=0 . (20)
Matrix A and B in solutions in equations (17) and (18) are computed by
solving the above equations (19) and (20). Especially whether we can obtain
unique A is dependent on the usual Blanchard and Kahn (1980) condition.
A and B are obtained or computed from the outcome of Dynare simulation
in dr_.
Simulation with an expectation shock can be materialized by making
adjustment to β0 and β1 so that we can obtain a new B matrix. For simplicity
of argument, let us consider a very simple technology shock process z,w h i c h
is comparable to equations (11) and (17), as follows:
zt = ρzzt−1 + ξz,t−p + εz,t.
With this shock process, we can express a news shock ξ f o rh i g h e rf u t u r e
productivity. As a simple example, here we suppose a situation that we
receive a news that “productivity is raised in period 2,” namely p=2, today,
2The contents in this subsection are based on Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2006).
3This is just a diﬀerence version of Christiano (2000). Since in our model, there are
variables whose steady state value is zero, we use diﬀerence rather than log-diﬀerence.
6but it turns out to be false when period 2 actually comes.4 The above


























































ξz,0 will not aﬀect z0 and E0z1, but shock on technology at period 2 expected


























z0 = ξz,−1 =0 .
Therefore, the shock on technology at period 2 expected in period zero indeed
becomes ξz,0. If such expectation is actually materialized, the simulation is




1 and B∗ deﬁned as below.
On the other hand, once period 2 comes, such a positive shock does not




































Thus, we can generate such a shock as at period zero and one, technology
shock is expected to happen at period 2, but it turns out to be a bubble
expectation in period 2.
4In simulations below, we also show the case when the initial guess turns out to be
true.
7This canonical form is exactly equation (17). Therefore, a new shock















1 from original β0 and
β1 by adding zero vectors to columns corresponding to ξz,t in S and rewrite






























We can compute new B∗ matrix from equation (20) using FindandcheckB.m
in Christiano (2002). We can then obtain impulse responses under an expec-
tation shock with equations (17) and (18).
4 Dynare Procedure
To draw impulse responses against expectation shocks, we need to follow
several steps below:
• Download the zip ﬁle of Dynare for Matlab from www.cepremap.cnrs.fr/dynare
and install required ﬁl e si na na p p r o p r i a t ef o l d e r .
• Decompress expectationshock.zip into an appropriate folder.
• Launch Matlab with having a path to the ...Dynare/Matlab folder.
• Run the model using Dynare by typing dynare pigoucycle; for the
case with the sample model in Section two.
8Figure 1: Settings
• Set parameters in expectation_shock.m. Below is the setting section
in expectation_shock.m. You do not have to alter anything other
than the area shown in Figure 1 as below.
Here, we just need to specify four parameters. The ﬁrst one is expshock.
Y o up u tt h en a m eo ft h es h o c kw h i c hy o uw o u l dl i k et om a k ea ne x -
pectation shock. The shock name assigned to be an expectation shock
must be consistent with that speciﬁed in dynare mod ﬁle. In this ex-
ample, standard labor augmenting technology, namely ’z’, is assigned
to be an expectation shock. The second one is period.T h i ss p e c i ﬁes
the period after when the shock is ﬁrst expected to be materialized at
time zero. The third one is simperiod for the whole simulation period.
T h el a s to n ei simpulse_index. If this is set to 1, program returns the
impulse responses as level diﬀerences from steady states. On the other
hand, if it is 2, those as percentage deviations from steady states are
shown. This impulse_index is made for the special case when steady
states of some endogenous variables are zero so that we can not com-
pute percentage deviations. Therefore, this should usually be set to
2.
• Run expectation_shock.m. This will draw two types of impulse re-
sponses. The ﬁrst one is the case when such expectation is actually
materialized with materialized: i nt i t l e .T h eo t h e ri st h ec a s ew h e n
such expectation is mirage namely not materialized after all with not
9materialized: in title.
5R e s u l t s
Here, following the arguments in Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2005),
we ﬁrst check that the standard RBC model without real rigidities cannot
generate positive comovement against a news shock. Then, by incorporat-
ing investment adjustment cost and habit formation, we demonstrate that
business cycles where all show positive comovements can be generated. We
herewith draw the impulse responses against an expectation shock to the la-
bor augmenting technology which is expected to happen four quarters later
at period zero.5 Furthermore, to understand the role of an expectation shock
from substitution as well as wealth eﬀects clearly, we show three cases, namely
cases with (1) no rigidity, (2) investment adjustment cost, and (3) investment
adjustment cost and habit.
Figure 2 demonstrates impulse responses when agents receive a news
shock at period zero that “productivity will become higher at period four”
when there is neither investment adjustment cost nor habit formation using
expectation_shock.m. The blue line shows when the expectation is actu-
ally materialized while the red line is the case when it is not. As explained
in the introduction, increased discounted present value of the real wage in-
duces higher wealth eﬀect. Under the calibration in this paper, since the
intertemporal elasticity of substitution is not huge, the wealth eﬀect domi-
nates the substitution eﬀect. Hence, consumption and leisure are increased.
Increase in leisure naturally results in lower labor supply. Furthermore, since
higher productivity is not yet materialized initially, investment decreases.6
Without investment adjustment cost and habit formation in consumption,
we cannot have positive comovement in consumption, investment, and labor
supply against a news shock for higher productivity in the future.
Figure 3 demonstrates impulse responses when investment adjustment
cost is incorporated. Figure 2 shows that it is desirable to increase invest-
ment massively right after conﬁrming the increase in technology. On the
other hand, if investment adjustment cost is considered, as in Figure 3, level
of investment is gradually raised once agents receive a news about higher
productivity in the future to avoid such a sudden increase in investment ob-
served in Figure 2. Thus, investment as well as labor supply increase against
an expectation shock. However, the growth rate of productivity is lower that
5For calibration of parameters, see pigoucycle.mod.
6A decrease in investment can also be explained by the elasticity of substitution between
labor and capital.
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Figure 2:
of investment until period eight. If higher productivity does not materialize,
consumption is lowered since the resource constraint needs to be satisﬁed.
Figure 4 shows when habit formation on consumption is further incorpo-
rated. Consumption plummets when agents actually perceive higher produc-
tivity in Figure 4. With habit formation, however, since households dislike
ups and downs in consumption, consumption exhibits a smooth, increasing
trend.
In the DGE model, responses against such shocks as monetary policy
shock and technology shock are considered to be optimal responses to shocks.
Therefore, it is almost impossible to reproduce such a phenomenon as over-
investment. For example, a situation when expansionary monetary policy
induces investment and interest rate is raised afterward should not be in-
terpreted as overinvestment, but as mistakes in monetary policy implemen-
tation. However, as shown in above ﬁgures, expectation about future high
technology that has not yet materialized can intensify capital formation, and
this expectation will turn out to be wrong. The initial increase in investment
is indeed considered to be overinvestment. We can reproduce a familiar story
that “investment is facilitated by the optimistic expectation about the fu-
ture, but it does not materialize. As a result, initial increase in investment
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Figure 3: With investment adjustment cost
is indeed interpreted as overinvestment.”
Yet, in Figure 4, although we can monitor positive comovements in con-
sumption, investment and labor supply against a positive news shock about
future technology, theoretical stock price decreases. This may seem counter-






















































Although we solve the optimization problem of the social planner, above
equations can be interpreted in line with the competitive equilibrium with the
representative household and capital producer. Equation (22) transformed
from equation (4) is considered to be the capital demand function, where
households equates the theoretical price of capital to the present discounted
value of future dividends. On the other hand, equation (23) from equation
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Figure 4: With investment adjustment cost and habit
(3) is the capital supply function. Capital producers set the price of capital,
namely the left hand side, based on the marginal cost of producing a unit of
capital, namely the right hand side.
Figure 5, which draws the relationship between equations (22) and (23),
clariﬁes the dynamic transition of theoretical capital price from period zero
to one. Economy is at q0 initially. After receiving a news shock for higher
future technology, the capital demand curve shifts upwards due to the ex-
pected increase in dividend, namely (i). Such upward shift of the demand
curve is, however, mitigated by an increase in the real interest rate deter-
mined from the intertemporal ratio of the marginal utility from consumption,
as shown by (ii). Concerning the supply side developments on the other hand,
increased investment reacting to a positive news shock naturally raises mar-
ginal cost contemporaneously as (iii) and is understood from the ﬁrst tern in
the right hand side of equation (23). Yet, an increase in investment today re-
duces the adjustment cost supposed to be incurred due to higher investment
growth in the future. This is represented as the second term in equation
(23). Therefore, as shown in (iv), the capital supply curve shifts downwards
even investment in period one is increased. In aggregate, reﬂecting such de-









Figure 5: Capital Equilibrium
q1 in response to an expectation shock for future higher productivity. To
have a stock price bubble in this setting, Christiano, Motto and Rostagno
(2005) incorporate sticky prices and the Taylor type instrument rule. A news
shock about high future productivity implies the lower marginal cost in the
future. If price setting is mostly forward looking, namely with less indexation
and barrier to acquiring new information, this lowers current inﬂation rates.
Hence, nominal as well as real interest rates are lowered according to the
Taylor type instrument rule reacting aggressively to inﬂation developments.
This shifts the capital demand curve in Figure 8 outwards. As a result, stock
price boom can happen after an expectation shock hits the economy in their
setting.
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15Appendix: Matrices in Dynare and
expectation_shock.m
In Dynare, from jacobia_ in dr1.m, we can arrange the second order

































A tt h es a m et i m e ,dr_.ghx and dr_.ghu obtained from the Dynare output,

























Since any forward looking model can be expressed in equations (16) and (17),








22 F22 = P,
G2 = C,















Furthermore, equations (19) and (20) mean that below must hold as well:
D11H
2












Thus, we can obtain A, B, C and P in equations (17) and (18) required
for conducting an expectation shock simulation. At the same time, whether
above identities hold or not are also checked in expectation_shock.m.
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